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In many respects this album is a retrospective,
coming as it does in the year I decided to leave
academia after 23 years to write full time.
2014 also coincided with an anniversary of
sorts; 25 years ago I wrote The Essence of
Time as the test for the European Brass Band
Championships held in my native Scotland.
That occasion also marked what was to be
the beginning of an ongoing association with
the winning band, Black Dyke. Over the years I
have been privileged to have had many works
premièred and recorded by this wonderful
group of musicians and all of the titles on this
album connect with the band in some way
(the band even ‘workshopped’ On Alderley
Edge for me in preparation for the National
Finals in 1997, one of the rare occasions they
were not competing!).

cheek clock sounds of The Triumph of Time
or the dark voices of Journey to the Centre
of the Earth (another winning Black Dyke
première test-piece); to Nicholas Childs,
a friend and collaborator of many years’
standing and one of the few musicians who
really understands composers and therefore
encourages, challenges and inspires in equal
measure; and to Black Dyke, a group of
virtuosi whom I consider to be the present
day equivalent to the legendary Sousa Band.

And so thanks are due to a number of
people involved not only on this album but
on projects over the years. To the peerless
Dr Ron Holz (to whom The Triumph of Time
is dedicated), whose erudite and informed
writing enhances every project he is involved
with; to Richard Scott, recording engineer
extraordinaire who also contributes to the
creative process, whether it be the tongue in

Peter Graham
July 2014
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Finally, to my wife Janey, to whom the
dedication on the score of The Essence
of Time reads “for her understanding”, a
sentiment as true today as it was 25 years
ago, and without whose ongoing love and
support I would be a lesser person.

THE TRIUMPH OF TIME
Black Dyke Band
Music Director Prof. Nicholas J. Childs
1.
2.

The Essence of Time © Winwood Music

13.20

A Time for Peace © Winwood Music

4.03

Flugel Horn Soloist Zoe Hancock

3.

On Alderley Edge © Gramercy Music

15.52

4.

The Holy Well © Gramercy Music

4.09

Baritone Soloist Katrina Marzella

5.

Voyage to Worlds Unknown © Gramercy Music

10.29

6.

The Triumph of Time © Gramercy Music

17.28

Total CD Playing Time 65.48

All music composed by Peter Graham

Executive Producer: Trevor Caﬀull
Producers: Nicholas Childs and Richard Scott
Engineer and Post-Production: Richard Scott
Assistant Engineer: Phil Hardman
Production Manager: Nicki Tonge

Project Coordinator: Neil Brownless
Artwork and Design: GK Graphic Design
Programme Notes: Dr Ronald W. Holz
Recorded at Morley Town Hall
between May and July 2014
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Band Personnel

Programme Notes

Principal Cornet

Solo Horn

Bass Trombone

Richard Marshall

Jonathan Bates

Adrian Hirst

Assistant Principal Cornet

1st Horn

Solo Eb Tuba

James McCabe

Helen Varley

Ben Dixon

Solo Cornets

2nd Horn

Eb Tuba

Martin Irwin

Alison Childs

Philip Goodwin

Philippe Graf

Solo Euphonium

Solo Bb Tuba

George Bailey

Gary Curtin

Matthew Routley

Soprano Cornet

2nd Euphonium

Bb Tuba

Ben Richeton

John French

Damien Wileman

Repiano Cornet

Solo Baritone

Percussion

Lee Rigg

Katrina Marzella

Andrea Price

2nd Cornets

2nd Baritone

Adie Smith

John O’Brien

Ben Wright

Matthew Rigg

David Smith

Solo Trombone

Simon Oliver

3rd Cornets

Brett Baker

Paul Lovatt-Cooper

Keith Britcliﬀe

Co-Principal Trombone

Tom Sutcliﬀe

Paul Woodward

Secretary

Flugel Horn

2nd Trombone

Mike Shenton

Zoe Hancock

Garry Reed
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Thirty years ago Peter Graham composed
his ﬁrst test piece, Dimensions, for the
1984 second section areas of the National
Championships of Great Britain. Prisms
followed in 1989 for the championship
section areas for the same contest.
Full international recognition came to
Graham with his The Essence of Time,
the 1990 test for the European Brass
Band Championships. Twenty-ﬁve years
later, a successful career as a Professor
of Composition at Salford University
neatly completed, Graham provided a
retrospective of sorts with a companion
piece to Essence, the highly successful The
Triumph of Time, the winning own-choice
commission written for Black Dyke Band
for the 2014 European, premièred 3 May
in Perth, Scotland. Black Dyke makes the
perfect ensemble for this programme, as it
has had a close relationship with Graham
through the years, both in winning with
his music and commissioning a signiﬁcant
amount of music from him. The conductor,
Professor Nicholas Childs, displays a marked
aﬃnity for and understanding of Graham’s

scores. The band’s many recordings of
Graham’s compositions and arrangements
bear out these assertions, symbolically
summarized in the wonderful première,
winning performance of The Triumph of
Time. On this album, you hear the première
studio recording.
This disc celebrates but one aspect of
Graham’s compositional life, test pieces
and related works that are of a decidedly
descriptive nature, pieces that share
certain musical traits and may even be
heard as a uniﬁed set. However, it might
be helpful to brieﬂy review the other tests,
ignoring his signiﬁcant output in other
genres for both the contest scene and the
brass bands of The Salvation Army. These
other tests include Montage (1994 All
England Masters), Harrison’s Dream (2000
National Championship Section Finals),
Journey to the Centre of the Earth (2005
European Championships winning own
choice commission), On the Shoulders of
Giants (2009 European Championships
winning own choice commission), and The
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Torchbearer (2009 National Championship of
Great Britain Championship Section Finals).
Whether The Triumph of Time marks a
summation of a phase of the composer’s
work remains to be seen. That he deliberately
connected Essence and Triumph is obvious
when one reads his score notes or just listens
carefully for the well placed self-references.
Why time now ‘triumphs’ rather than is
viewed as framing a series of life experiences
I believe stands for a maturing of the
composer’s outlook on the human condition.
Music can be deﬁned as time managed by
sound. Perhaps for Graham the relentless
march of time, which we can admit he plays
with in somewhat humorous and witty ways
via clock sounds in both Harrison’s Dream
and The Triumph of Time, brings out a more
philosophical posture in the later pieces.
I have always felt Graham to be sensitive to
his musical heritage, the past achievements
of men like Eric Ball and Gilbert Vinter to
whom he pays subtle homage in various
passages, starting in The Essence of Time,
to say nothing of the heartfelt, majestic
musical ‘tombeau’ for Ball, The Torchbearer.
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The inﬂuence of other writers can also be
heard throughout these pieces, including his
teacher Edward Gregson, certainly Wilfred
Heaton, and an array of late 20th Century
composers of classical art music.
These recorded pieces are unashamedly
illustrative. Graham embraces not only the
great tone poem tradition within the brass
band repertoire, but comes side by side
with so much of the recent post-modern,
neo-romantic aesthetic that has regained in
the last few decades for many composers’
wide-spread audience acceptance. That
does not mean a lowering of technical craft,
for I could write in detail of Graham’s careful
handling of ‘ars combinatoria’, the building of
large scale musical structures from short,
initial musical gestures. Continuous variation
drives the large-scale pieces contained here,
while Graham’s splendid melodic gifts are
front-and-centre in the big tunes pulled out
of two of the tone poems for featured solos.
There is a refreshing honesty in this balanced
approach to the compositional life, and as a
result his music speaks to mind and heart,
and stays with the listener.
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assisted by qualiﬁed members, formed the
Yorkshire Youth Brass Band. The purpose
of the enterprise is to inspire and motivate
young people aged 11 to 18 years to achieve
their full potential as musicians, composers
and citizens.

The band takes its logo of the stags head and
Latin quotation from the armorial bearings
granted in 1857 to John Foster, founder of the
band. The quotation translates to;

“ACT JUSTLY AND FEAR NOTHING”
www.blackdykeband.co.uk
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Black Dyke Band
Located in the Yorkshire village of
Queensbury, Black Dyke Band holds the
highest rank in the worldwide brass band
community. Critics have rightfully declared it
to ‘stand alone’ in the history of brass bands.
Starting in 1816 as a brass and reed band, the
modern brass band sites its founding year as
1855, under the title Black Dyke Mills Band,
named after the ﬁrm run by John Foster and
Sons that sponsored the group. The band’s
heralded story told in 150 Golden Years
(1855-2005) by one of its former conductors,
the late Dr Roy Newsome, demonstrates a
band that has dominated the British contest
arena from its earliest days.
Not content to rest on past laurels, Black
Dyke has continued to garner signiﬁcant
wins under its current Music Director,
Prof. Nicholas Childs, who took on musical
leadership of the band in the autumn of
2000. In 2012 the band became European
Champion Band for the twelfth time.
In September 2006 at Symphony Hall
Birmingham, Black Dyke Band was declared
British Open Champion for the second year
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running. Although they have not entered
the contest every year, this was the 29th
time the band was declared British Open
Champion. The band has also been National
Champion of Great Britain on 22 occasions,
most recently in October 2009. In 2009,
and again in 2011, 2012 and 2013, it became
Champion Band at the English National
Championships.
Black Dyke Band is the most recorded band
in the world, with over 350 recordings and
the number growing every year. Under Prof.
Childs, it has received multiple CD of the
Year awards in the brass press. One recent
mark of the band’s reputation came in
August 2007 when Black Dyke was invited
to take part in the BBC Promenade Concerts
at the Royal Albert Hall, London. The band
has appeared in major concerts halls
around the world from New York to Tokyo.
Its performing and recording schedule can
be considered among the busiest and most
productive of any British brass band.
In 2006 as part of its initiative to sponsor
the work of young people, Black Dyke Band,
under the guidance of Prof. Nicholas Childs
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The score of The Essence of Time carries
the following scripture that serves as the
descriptive anchor of the tone poem in which
the composer takes the listener through
a succession of impressions, or musical
sketches – illustrations of each speciﬁc
mood, activity, or ‘time’: Chapter 3, Book of
Ecclesiastes begins: ‘To every thing there is a
season, and a time to every purpose under the
heavens.’ Naturally enough, the opening unison
statement by the cornets and trombones
contains the thematic building blocks,
especially intervallic, that represent A time
to be born. From this material a succession of
variations unfolds:
A time to be born: Opening unison statement
and initial developing variation.
A time to dance: Begins with a euphoniumtuba quartet, exploring various texture and
colour shifts.
A time to love: Solo tenor horn.
A time to hate: A transition in the basses leads
to percussion driven, dark, dissonant music.
A time to die: A short section, with the
trombones intoning the opening motive in
augmentation.
A time to mourn: The heart of the work takes

the form of a cornet solo – this will return,
‘transﬁgured’ as Peace. After the cornet
solo, then follows a quartet by euphonium,
trombone, ﬁrst baritone and solo cornet –
leading to a full band statement.
A time for war: Euphoniums begin with a
deliberate, martial tune that gradually gains
critical mass. It shifts into a 6/8 scherzo that
leads to the climax of the composition, and
the return of the A time to mourn melody, but
now in the resolved key.
A time for peace: A full tutti restatement of A
A time to mourn, but in the ‘new,’ transcendent
key of G (band pitch).
Graham concludes his score programme note
with the comment that ‘the ‘essence’ is for
the interpreter and the listener to decide.’
That mourning should lead to peace makes
sense, as he wrote the work in the year of Eric
Ball’s death (1989). I could not help but think
that Graham may have consciously made a
musical connection to Eric Ball, even to the
tonal trajectory of such works as The Triumph
of Peace. Even more apparent is the melodic
contour in the big tunes of both Journey into
Freedom and The Essence of Time, the
shared rising interval of a sixth.
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Any British reader of a certain age may have
encountered the fantasy novels of Alan
Garner that take place ‘on Alderley Edge,’
the north Cheshire outcrop that is not too
far from Graham’s home in Cheadle Hulme.
Garner’s use of the legends and myths of
this area Graham heartily underscores in
his own way. He has unabashedly called
this highly imaginative piece a ‘series of
tone pictures’ but the pictures are more
evocative of European romanticism than any
retelling of a Garner narrative. However, in
On Alderley Edge, the idea of a redemption
theme, one that represents good triumphing
over evil, so much a part of brass band tone
poem posture, does dominate, and provides
a nostalgic touch. The lush Holy Well song
returns at the close to resolve any remaining
conﬂict. The style of and direct quote from
the music of German opera composer Carl
Maria von Weber also plays a pivotal role.
The work opens with an impressionistic
Prologue that features an oﬀ-stage horn
call that announces the opening of a misty,
mysterious world, and, of course, the musical
seeds of the piece. Variation one in 6/8 time
Graham labels The Armada Beacon. It has an
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appropriate Spanish ﬂavour. That variation
ends abruptly at The Golden Stone, with the
return of music more directly related to the
Prologue. A menacing allegro follows, the
‘mecanico’ Engine Vein Mine. Aggressive,
imitative, upward leaping, blaring dissonant
gestures by the trombones lead the charge
in this Wagnerian romp. As in The Essence
of Time, the centre of gravity comes in the
big tune, The Holy Well, which takes the
form, in the composer’s own words, of a
‘pastiche aria’. This is quintessential Graham.
Short, accented fragments of the Dies irae
sequence from the Requiem Mass drive
forward the Stormy Point music marked
by a chromatic, ‘moto perpetuo’ bass line.
A climactic dissonance marks the arrival
at The Devil’s Grave, a short transition
that contains the falling bass line from the
opening of von Weber’s Wolf Glen Scene
from Der Freischütz. The Epilogue brings
the listener full circle via a sumptuous but
shortened restatement of The Holy Well.
The highly evocative score concludes in a
brilliant codetta wherein the tri-tone interval
of the opening horn call that had served such
a pivotal musical role throughout the work,
is no longer heard, and we are safely oﬀ
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Professor Nicholas J. Childs DMA, MA, FLCM, ARCM (Hons)
Professor Nicholas Childs has achieved
the highest international reputation as a
performer, teacher, conductor, interpreter
and advocate of new music, and producer
of pacesetting recordings. Nicholas has
had phenomenal success with many bands,
including highly acclaimed National and
European Championships successes. His
current tenure as Principal Conductor and
Director of Music of the famous Black Dyke
Band has been marked with continued contest
success and a series of innovative concerts
and world premières with a variety of soloists
and musical combinations. His recordings
with Black Dyke Band have been heralded
as the very best in the brass band world
including multiple CD of the Year awards.
Among these are outstanding collections of
the music of Eric Ball, Edward Gregson, Peter
Graham, Wilfred Heaton, and Philip Wilby. In
recent years he has also premièred with Black
Dyke Band many new works by other leading
British composers such as Michael Ball,
Arthur Butterworth, Martin Ellerby, Kenneth
Hesketh, Elgar Howarth, Peter Meechan,
Rodney Newton, and Ian Wilson.

Nicholas gives important emphasis to the
development of the brass band movement.
This comes through his commitment to the
training of outstanding young musicians both
at the collegiate level and within the National
Youth Brass Band of Great Britain (Associate
Conductor) and the Yorkshire Youth Brass
Band. He currently serves as Professor of
Music at the Royal Northern College of Music,
where he has taught for over twelve years.
He has reached the pinnacle of success with
ﬁve National Championships of Great Britain,
including with Black Dyke in 2001, 2004, 2008,
and 2009.
In April 2005 he guided Black Dyke to ﬁrst
place at the European Championship and
again in May 2012. In September 2005 and
2006 he was victorious with Black Dyke,
winning the British Open Championships.
He won his ﬁrst English National
Championship with Black Dyke in June 2009
and won again in June 2011, 2012 and 2013.
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theEdge’, glad of the musical adventure that
has been run, but happy to be ‘home.’ This is
music that would have spoken directly to any
brass band player and audience member 5060 years ago as it still does today.
The two solos contained in this programme,
A Time for Peace and The Holy Well further
demonstrate the staying power of Graham’s
melodic gifts. The new, stand alone settings
provide lovely vehicles to showcase two of
Black Dyke’s excellent soloists, Zoe Hancock
and Katrina Marzella, both relatively new
members of the famed ensemble. Graham
resets the tunes in new garb, with especially
eﬀective scoring that surrounds and
enhances the solo lines very eﬀectively.
Here, perhaps, is the essence of Graham, so
to speak.

Professor Peter Graham

Professor Nicholas J. Childs
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Voyage to Worlds Unknown premièred in
March 2012 at the New York Staﬀ Band’s
125th Anniversary concert in Carnegie Hall.
The composer and his wife, Janey, were
present and enjoyed the video the band
provided that paralleled the music’s story.
The composer recently revised portions
of this score for Black Dyke and this

recording. In the majestic opening theme
Graham builds on what has been called the
Scotch snap or Lombard rhythm (reversed
dotting). That pattern will frame and shape
most of the music, including the Scottish
jig that immediately follows. Graham’s own
programme note provides an excellent
listening guide to the descriptive piece:
‘On March 17 1923 my grandfather, John
Graham, set sail from Glasgow Scotland on
the TSS Cameronia, ultimately bound for
the coal ﬁelds of West Virginia. As Europe
struggled to recover from the aftermath
of the war to end all wars a generation of
young immigrants looked to the USA for
the opportunity of improved prospects and
a better life.’ Voyage to Worlds Unknown
seeks to capture the mixture of emotions
of this epic sea journey and as such is
unashamedly programmatic in character. The
work follows a clearly deﬁned timeline in ﬁve
continuous sections: 1) TSS Cameronia: the
grandeur and majesty of the vessel; 2) Full
ahead: a Scottish jig and reel of increasing
tempo; 3) Ae Fond Kiss: the haunting Robert
Burns song representing separation from
a loved one; 4) The Crossing: In the teeth of
an Atlantic gale come memories; 5) The New
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Colossus (poem by Emma Lazarus): journey’s
end as New York harbour and the Statue of
Liberty emerge from the mists: ‘Give me
your tired, your poor, your huddled masses
yearning to breathe free, the wretched
refuse of your teeming shore. Send these,
the homeless, tempest-tost to me, I lift my
lamp beside the golden door!’
Unlike the other programmatic pieces
recorded on this disc, the score for
The Triumph of Time does not contain
headings for any speciﬁc mood, character,
or material object. It is merely subtitled
‘Variations for Brass Band.’ However, the
composer has clearly stated that this set of
variations ‘roughly follow the same moods
and characteristics of its older relative
The Essence of Time.’ Graham uses the
earlier framework as a guide only, because
the eclectic styles he embraces in the
new work show just how far he has come
in 25 years. And yet a lovely, ‘redemptive’
tune remains at the centre of the work,
no matter what new sound worlds he
explores – from American jazz to Messiaen.
The Flugel Horn ﬁrst sings this melody,
marked ‘semplice e molto cantabile’, following
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a series of rather confrontational, hardedged variations. Other soloists soon join
in. In a magical ‘adagio’ the full band plays
the tune at the quietist dynamic, a skill in
which Black Dyke can rarely be matched.
I would point out that in a mature Graham
work contrapuntal devices, especially canon,
abound, and other neo-classic structures
underpin the variation process, like his
use of ground bass, or chaconne, to name
some of the more immediately apparent.
The ‘triumph’ experienced at the end of the
highly demanding work – so well suited to
this band – includes a ﬁnal sounding of a
fragment from A Time for Peace. For me,
there is a hint of sadness in the midst of the
exultation, of time triumphing over us, which
is inevitably part of the human experience.
And yet, I feel better, even changed, for
having shared in such a moving musical
experience – one mark of any worthy piece
of art. However, Graham would probably
leave the exact nature of said ‘triumph’ to
each listener and interpreter.
Ronald W. Holz PhD

Peter Graham
Peter
Graham
gained
international
recognition in 2002 when he became the
ﬁrst composer outside the USA to win
the American Bandmasters Association’s
prestigious Ostwald Award for Original
Composition for Symphonic Winds. Prior to
that he had already made a signiﬁcant
impact in the British brass band scene via a
series of outstanding compositions that ﬁrst
established his reputation. In 2009, Graham
received the Iles Medal of the Worshipful
Company of Musicians in recognition of his
achievements. Brass and wind bands from
across the globe, from China, Taiwan, Japan,
Korea and Singapore in the Far East, across
North and South America and in every major
European country perform his highly engaging
and popular scores.
Currently writing full time, Graham taught for
a signiﬁcant number of years as Professor
of Composition at Salford University. A
generation of brass and wind composers
trained under him, including successful writers
like Paul Lovatt-Cooper, Kenneth Downie,
Dorothy Gates, Peter Meechan, and others.

He completed his own studies in composition
at Edinburgh and London Universities
(Goldsmiths’ College). As an arranger he has
shaped pieces heard on most British TV and
Radio stations. He has written for luminaries
including Karl Jenkins, Lesley Garrett, Peter
Gabriel and Evelyn Glennie (for whom he
orchestrated and composed the Grammy
nominated album Reﬂected in Brass).
In addition to outstanding British brass
bands such as Black Dyke, Cory, and YBS
bands with whom he has maintained a close
association, other performers of his music
have included the Royal Philharmonic and New
Zealand Symphony Orchestras, the Royal
Concertgebouw and Rotterdam Philharmonic
Orchestra Brass, the Osaka Municipal
Symphonic and United States Air Force
Bands and the Tokyo Kosei Wind Orchestra.
Born in Scotland, Peter Graham grew up within
the musical world of The Salvation Army, for
which he worked as a music editor in New York
and London before settling in Cheshire, where
he lives with his wife Janey, son Ryan and
daughter Megan.

